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To discuss six papers all weighty all inadequate coordination among surveys in terms

carefully constructed all on different of maintaining and improving central list

applications of different ach-iinistrative But all Canadian survey programs have access

record system and all deserving of similarly to the main list so there is no problem of

carefully constructed caurent is not trivial complete independence and inconsistency as

assigmient Fortunately the constraints of exists in the U.S between the Bureaus of

time permitted in this session and not having Labor Statistics andCensusnot to mention

received two of the papers limits the the problem described above with respect to

vastness of the abyss of ignorance fran which the establishment reporting plan of SSA
nust ascend to address these papers with the Moreover detailed data exchange protocols

seriousness they each deserve have recently been developed in Canada to

There is no unifying thee running through standardize and coordinate use of the list

the papers except by hearkening back to the How long will the U.S statistical system

Report on the Statistical Uses of remain behind But if Canada is ahead of the

Athiinistrative Records 5J Statistical U.S in access and coordination it seems to

Policy Working Paper No In that report be somewhat behind in terms of defining and

general recatmendat ions were rrade with respect delineating establishments For example the

to potential uses and to overcaning definition of establishments on page appears

significant problem inhibiting rrajor new uses to ignore the geographic dimension The

of adninistrative records practical reporting unit is only vaguely

The Cartwright/Levine/Buckler paper is rrost defined in terms of units from which

closely identified with the SitaR report and it principal production account statistics can

is fitting to begin with their paper They actually be obtained Nor from my
deal with the fundarental issue of developing perspective is the multi-establishment

camon identifiers for establ isi-nents arong company problem sufficiently developed in the

the various achiinistrative record system It context of geographic data

surpasses the imagnination to suppose that Susan Hostettersverification method for

inconsistencies of results amng the data sets updating SIC codes for previously coded

originating in the different adninistrative businesses involves sending each coded

records system can be statistically resolved employer 4.-digit industry coded description

without resolution of the question of canrn with which the employer can agree or disagree

identifiers for establish-rents The proposal This procedure is designed to reduce the

to tie the Social Security Ac.hinistrat ion reporting burden The major potential

SSA establish-rent reporting plan to the problems identified in the paper are

Standard Statistical Establishnent List ss employers may answer yes when that answer is

appears to be practicable way to circumvent not appropriate in order to avoid the burden

sa-re of the well-known and widely regretted of redescribingiheir industry and 2the

problem of access to the SSEL How can one precoded industry description may be

explain the continued resistance to rescue the inadequate and lead to incorrect or needlessly

SSA establish-rent reporting plan and thereby detailed responses BLS has devised test to

save deteriorating albeit de-ronstrably check theyes responses And unless it is

useful Continuous Work History SanpIe it found that biased responses are unacceptably
does not appear that the S$A establish-rent high it appears that the verification method

reporting systen can be saved without closer makes sense Scare questions are not treated

links to the SSEL or the UnerplocTent in the paper While the telephone followup

Insurance system The resistance of the study is probably called for has BIS

statistical agencies to the interagency considered that first approximation on the

cooperation required to effect this rescue potential magnitude of the yes bias problen

speaks louder than words about the needs for might be gotten by ca-i-paring the 96 yes
strong coordinating function in the response rate with the proportion of codes

fragrented and often irrational Federal which have rerained unchanged under the old
statistical syste-n Only decisive action fran full classification approach to

the Office of Manage-rent and Budget can reclassifying and on the assunption that

adequately coordinate these efforts The there is sare chance of misclassifying anytime
community of users of government statistics description of activities is requested why
must be heard in order to focus OMBs did flLS decide not to have telephone
attention on this vital issue follawup on any of the no respondents

Michael Colledge concludes that many of Possible inconsistencies in the group of no
the problems in the provision of frame data respondents might de-ronstrate that even if the

for economic surveys are ubiquitous There verification approach has bias toward yes
are distinct parallels between the Canadian that bias would not necessarily irrply that the

and U.S situations but by virtue of its inferiority of the verification vs the

centralized structure Statistics Canada has full-classification approach is as great as

avoided many of the problems created in the would be guessed solely on the basis of the

U.S by lack of access to the SSEL outside the ninter of respondents giving inconsistent
Census Bureau Canadamayverywellhave yes activity descriptions when pressed in
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the telephone folIup disability research This is useful

The KleinfKasprzyk paper is concerned with exercise as far as they have gotten one that

integrating data files providing inforrration might eventually help rret real data needs

on applicants and beneficiaries under the cost-effectively It is to be hoped that the

Titles II and XVI disability program authors will go on to estirrate the resources

actninistered by SSA The authors state that required for the integrated data systen and to

their efforts are only first step in design estirmte the research needs not currently

for paring and synthesizing the data files being rrt that would be met with this systen
towards creation of an integrated data base They should also consider against this how

that would serve ackninistrative needs and niich savings might accrue by eliminating sane

provide rich source of infomation for of the underlying data system
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